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Editorial by Steve Tilburn
Well, Januarys all but done and February is where the fun starts for the Hylton Gott rally crew with a
“Testing/Crashing” day planned at Blyton for the team and it’s varied cars, this should work well because our first
planned event is two weeks after the testing, the Jack Neal Memorial at Blyton, which will give us all some idea of
which direction to take! (to the venue!)
If anyone is at a loose end on February the 9th and fancy's a ride in a Tarmac BMW Compact, Escort MK2, Triumph
TR7, Toyota MR2 then get yourselves to Blyton and I’m sure we can accommodate, change of underwear advisable!
Good news on the twelve car rally front, Januarys event, Well organised by Dave and June Pollard, was the first 12
car that I have marshalled at that had 12 entry’s competing, which makes everything so much more worthwhile,
entry’s for Colin (Shinkins) 4th February event look promising as well, starting at The Folgate Inn, Stradsett.
The Smally’s slithered around at Wethersfield to a great result, see report later in issue.
David (Smally) has made some great changes to the club website as well, I think it is now one of the best around. As
well as introducing a new Twitter account - @kingslynndmc . Take a look.
Still struggling to eke out you Classic boys and girls and your cars, I know the blankets don’t come off until May but I
just want to hear about your cars not drive them in the salt and wet!
If nobody forwards me any details of their project or completed car by March VB I will be forced to do another Escort
feature on my own Mexico and surely there is a limit to how much Ford coverage you can all stick!
Whilst on the Ford Theme, have a look at the Big Man Hodgson’s Escort this issue, very different take on Group 4!
Classifieds are building and some sales reported so keep them coming, where else can you advertise to such a tight
market for nothing!
Club membership is now overdue so do it now while you remember, and get your tickets ordered for the presentation
bash where I look forward to dancing with as many of you as possible!
Please contact me if you have any ideas for VB or the club, we’re all ears (and a fair bit of tummy in my case!)

Steve & Donna
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Chairman’s Spot – FULL CHAT
Welcome to February’s Valve Bounce. Did everybody enjoy the January
edition? I think Steve and his team (of 1?) did a great job. Well done.
At the end of this month we have the Awards Dinner upon us. We hope to
see lots of you there. We’ve laid on some great food and entertainment, and
should be a cracking night.
ALL TICKETS MUST BE ORDERED, WITH FOOD CHOICES, BY 6TH
FEBRUARY
We’ve had some bad news recently that Dukeries Motor Club are
organising a single venue stage rally at Donington race circuit on the same
planned date as our 2015 Lynn Stages, 25th October. Apparently this is the
only date available to them. It would certainly leave us struggling for entries
and marshals, so we’re making plans for a date change to 1st November.
On 25th February I will be supporting Richard Egger from Go Motorsport!
as he makes a presentation to Reepham High School. It’s an all day affair
talking to the children about getting involved in motorsport and showing them
rally cars. It should be a good day, let’s hope it creates some interest.
Our first 12 car of the year didn’t follow on from December’s win as Paul
and I struggled a bit on one of the handouts and dropped a load of time. This
put us 5th  It was a good night nonetheless.
News about the 2015 March Hare is that it will be on map 134, starting in
Rackheath, going 120 miles and finishing in Lenwade. The route will also use
133 & 144 but the organising team will provide a copy of the relevant bits, if
crews want to bring their own 133 & 144 then any edition will do. So we will
have to put together six teams for this to do battle with SCCoN. It will be the
same navigation for everyone, no MENSA stuff. This year it will be on Friday
13th March (oh dear!).
At present the Targa rally we had planned isn’t going too well as we seem
to have issues with Sculthorpe airfield, as there will be so much livestock up
there we can’t use a lot of the narrow roads around the site. This is crucial to a
targa rally to make it more interesting and to keep the average speed down.
We have looked at two other venues, which looked promising initially but we
came up against a few issues there too. We may have to find an alternative
slot in the calendar later in the year.
See you all next month,

Mark B
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Forthcoming Events
4 Feb 2015
28 Feb 2015
4 March 2015
13 March 2015
16 March 2015
1 April 2015
6 May 2015
3 June 2015
1/8 July 2015

Clubnight Rally
Awards Dinner
Clubnight Rally
March Hare
AGM
Clubnight Rally
Gymkhana
Gymkhana
Gymkhana

King’s Lynn & District Motor Club
Short Shift Rally 04/03/15
Round 3 of the 2015 On The Road Championship.
•

THE VENUE - The Anvil at Congham, the most hospitable of venues.
You will find it at MR. 132 / 710235½ or PE32 1DU.
Supper will be available for marshals and competitors.

•

I recced the route a few weeks back, you know the roads but they’re
still great.
Each side of the A148, they are anything but flat, neither the terrain or
the speed.
55 miles with 11 Time Controls and probably a few Route Checks.

•

All that you require is, Map 132 D1, a Romer & Pencils, oh yeah and a
car, any car… First car at 8:01pm, supper from 10:15.

•

All classes, Beginner, Novice, Semi Expert and Expert will be catered
for. Route Instructions to suit your experience with a marked map for
beginners.

•

Regs. and Entry Form will be available soon. Please call or
email me to reserve your copy. You can pay on the night.

Brian Cammack – Tel - 07789 197650
email: brian@top-specs.com
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MARCH HARE RALLY 2015
This year’s March Hare Rally, the annual challenge between KLMC and our
friends just down the A47 SCCoN, is being organised by David Bell from
SCCoN. I am the co-ordinator for Kings Lynn and anyone who would like to be
considered for the KLMC team please contact me.
I have copied the information of the rally sent to me from David so please
have a look and then get in touch. We need six crews to make the team. Note
that this year there are no classes, everyone gets the same navigation but
David has assured me it will NOT be MENSA stuff!
Any KLMC members who would like to help out with marshalling duties please
contact David Bell. They always send out marshals when we organise this
rally so it would be nice to get a good team out to help them.
Cheers Paul Haylock.
Dear All,
Following a route clash the March Hare has moved from 132 to 134.
Start: Rackheath Pavilion, Green Lane West, Rackheath, Norwich NR13 6LT
(134 / 279 139).
Finish: Automotive Performance Tuning Ltd., Unit 16 Shepherds Business
Park, Norwich Road, Lenwade, Norwich NR14 8ST (133 / 113 180).
Map 134 (edition D3) will be required. The route will also use 133 & 144 but
the organising team will provide a copy of the relevant bits, if crews want to
bring their own 133 & 144 then any edition will do.
Documentation will open at 7:00pm with the first car away at 8:01pm. All
crews should be signed on by 7:45pm.
The route will cover approximately 120 miles with petrol available after 45
miles and after 90 miles, no petrol available near the finish. I’m going to
assume that it will be OK to leave cars at the finish, but I will check.
Same navigation for everyone, no MENSA stuff.
Clerk of the Course: David Bell - 01603 720871 - percy@sccon.co.uk
SCCoN Co-ordinator: Andrew Lawson - 01692 598291 - compsecretary@sccon.co.uk
KLDMC Co-ordinator - Paul Haylock - 01553 810070

The Organising Team
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Championships Summary
Clubnight Overall Championship
Matthew Smalley
Paul Smalley
Rob Kitchen
Bob Baker
Brian Cammack
Johnathan Stimpson
James Smith
Josh Ramm
Ian Pollard
Peter Horsburgh
Spencer Horsburgh
David Pollard
Robert Aldous
David Mann
Marc Sheffield
Shaun Hannon
Mick Beauchamp
Jill Beauchamp
June Pollard
David Bell
Jack Tilburn
Ian Doble
Scott Ayres
John Peterson
Ian Graham
Mark Banham
Paul Haylock

12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
11
10
10
10
10
9
9
8
8

12 Car Expert Driver
Bob Baker
Robert Aldous
June Pollard
David Bell
John Peterson
Mark Banham

12
11
11
10
9
8

12 Car Expert Navigator
Brian Cammack
David Mann
Ian Pollard
David Pollard
Ian Doble
Ian Graham
Paul Haylock

12
11
11
11
10
9
8
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12 Car Novice Driver
Paul Smalley
Spencer Horsburgh
12 Car Novice Navigator
Matthew Smalley
Peter Horsburgh
12 Car Novice Driver
Rob Kitchen
Marc Sheffield

12
11

12
11
12
11

12 Car Novice Navigator
Johnathan Stimpson
Shaun Hannon

12
11

12 Car Beginner Driver
James Smith
Mick Beauchamp
Jack Tilburn

12
11
10

12 Car Beginner Navigator
Josh Ramm
Jill Beauchamp
Scott Ayres

12
11
10

Clubnight Overall Ladies Championship
Jill Beauchamp
11
June Pollard
11

Points Summary
All Clubnight Championships
1st Place – 12th Place
12pts – 1pt
nd
(Organiser awarded 2 place points for organising – 11pts)
Out of 8 12 Car events the best 7 results count
Out of 4 Off-road events all scores count
Outside Club Events & Stages Rally Championships
1st Place – 25th Place
25pts – 1pt
(Any places lower than 25th including any DNFs, 1 point is awarded for
representing the club.)
Only the best 6 results of all events entered count. In the case of a tie then
the next best result is taken.
Marshals Championship
1 point awarded for every event attended and signed on as a Marshal or
Official.
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New Year Rally 2015 – Report
What a great start to the 2015 “On the Road Championship”. Thanks to our
friends from the other side of the county and some new faces who entered as
beginners, June, Ian & Dave’s event ran with a full complement of 12 cars.
We had all been summoned to Shouldham Bowls Club, a venue not used for
a few years, along with map 143. So although the roads would not hold too
many surprises for the old hands we were to find that our organisers had put
together an excellent route that would challenge both sides of the car.
Following a short run out to TC.0, a “String of Numbers” would take us via the
outskirts of Marham and the loose yellow (formerly a white) to the South of
Shouldham and on to TC.1 to the South of Fincham. Bob & I would make a
wrong slot on this section (I meant the other left) but would still clean the
section along with five other crews.
The second handout depicted vertical and horizontal Grid Lines to cross,
which with the end of section (which was given) to the East of Barton Bendish
proved to be quite straightforward. For some reason both Paul & Matthew
and Mick & Jill recorded Fails at TC.2.
The next section to TC.4 (to the South of Boughton) was quite a long one and
would take us via TC.3 and seven route checks. To help us find our way we
had three “Straight Line Herringbones” but with the aid of educated guess
work I found the route quite simple to plot. So what is this educated guess
work. Well, the first junction that we faced was a crossroads and unless it
was to be used twice (not a usual KLDMC trait) and with it being close to the
edge of the map, the only choice was to turn right; only one of the
Herringbones had the option to turn right at either end.
Most crews managed to reach TC.3 on time but by the time TC.4 had come
and gone several crews had dropped a little more time. Bob & I avoided being
one of them by the skin of our teeth as we had messed around in Oxborough
looking for a Route Check that did not exist and almost paid the price. I’m not
sure, maybe a Route Check went missing here, but a personal thought is that
the use of Triangles and Route Checks in villages should be avoided as they
have the potential to lead to public relations issues.
The route to TC.5 would see two more of those clean sheets disappear.
James & Josh in the beginners class would drop their only minute of the night
while Mark & Paul were in for a mare, dropping 18 minutes. The other Expert
and Semi-expert crews managed to find their way through the handout of Spot
Heights without too much drama. We had now found our way to Fordham via
Wretton and West Dereham.
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The next section was my favourite of the rally; a simple handout based on
Battleships kept me busy for several minutes, so that Bob had to find his own
way except for the last couple of miles. The results (found elsewhere in this
months’ V.B.) show that the other Expert crews were also kept busy as Bob &
I were the only ones to remain penalty free. If you can plot the following onto
map 143 perhaps you should come out and play on a Wednesday evening.
From TC.5 = 00 at 618996 proceed via
00, 01, 02, 12, 22, 23, 24, 14, 24, 34, 35, 45, 44, 54, 55, 45
To TC.6 at 652047.

TC5

The handout from TC.6 to TC.8 was an old favourite, YYYYWYYWY etc. Now
Ian (our organiser) has better eyesight than me and likes to use every road
including dead ends and driveways on this handout which lead to liberal use
of the Potti for yours truly. Unfortunately this section would see the downfall
of John & Ian (good to see you back Ian) who dropped 14 minutes. It was
also good to see David Bell back, even if he was in the wrong seat.
Now only the final section awaited us and with TC.8 positioned to the SE of
Tottenhill there were limited route options available which disappointingly
could not include West Briggs. The handout for the Expert crews was 24 Hr
clock times which went onto the map without too much trouble and took us
close to South Runcton and Shouldham Thorpe and onto the final Time
Control. The fact that we hadn’t dropped any time was promising but in the
recent past I had been prone to missing the odd Route Check and so was
awaiting the results with a little trepidation.
Thanks are due to June, Dave and Ian for organising an excellent evening of
sport and to the marshals who came out to keep an eye on us and man all of
the controls.

Brian Cammack
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KINGS LYNN/EAST ELLOE CLUBS NEW YEAR RALLY
07/01/2015
So with two teams of two marshals (me and David Bowman and Jody Wilson and my father),
we set off to a new and previously unknown Shouldham Bowls Club start point, with great
anticipation for what promised to be our first 12 car rally that contained 12 cars!
Nipping into the club for a quick pint at the bar before signing on, it became apparent that the
East Elloe club competitors and marshals were even more mature than our ageing
membership, with many sitting down with their pre rally drinks having discarded Zimmer
frames and walking sticks beside the many tables. Quite quickly upon settling down with our
bevvies we realised that we were in the wrong part of the club as a rather loud Londoner
started shouting random numbers and we had in fact joined the Shouldham Bingo Group for
their weekly shindig with Dave/June and the rally team around the corner in a Portacabin!
David and I were dispatched to control two and once the cars had passed, control eight was
also assigned to us, very brave of the organisers I thought with our record of getting very lost
or close to arrested!
The twelve cars passed once at control two in an orderly fashion and we regrouped at control
eight for 11 of them to pass again (we lost one somewhere!) absolutely no dramas!
Indeed Jody and my father, who manned control 3, managed safe record of the passing of 12
cars also, and were only once accused of “Hare coursing” by the local farmer Mr Sanderson
and his wife Caroline as they passed in their Freelander, a quick call later by me to the
Sanderson's verified their true status as marshals and not rabbit chasers!
So I reckon we’re getting the hang of the job, and it was so much better to have a full grid to
monitor.
Food was again provided, this time by June and David and was a hearty mix of shepherds pie
(rather appropriate I thought, I kind of felt like a shepherd of twelve cars!)) sausages,
sandwiches, sausage rolls and all manner of nibbles, anyone who is at a loose end on a
Wednesday clubnight rally evening could do a lot worse than gather a flock together and
marshal or compete, it’s a great night out and I haven’t come so close to getting locked up
since my stag night!

Steve Tilburn
Results
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2015 MGJ ENGINEERING
WETHERSFIELD WINTER STAGES
SUNDAY 18th JANUARY 2015
We entered this event because it was the first time that Chelmsford Motor
Club had been able to use the venue for a number of years. David had seen
some of the venue as he did a Targa rally there last year but I had never been
there before.
It was all a bit of a last minute panic as Daisy had been back into Hospital
twice since the birth of Edmund on Boxing day so David had literally been left
“holding the baby” on several occasions. David had obtained some new and
used tyres for the 1400 Corsa but apart from an additional return spring on the
throttle (as requested by a scrutineer at Sculthorpe) the car had hardly been
touched since we finished at Sculthorpe in October.
On the Saturday we started preparing the car (not recommended to leave it to
the very last day). A used GSI anti-roll bar had been purchased some time
ago but never installed so David decided that he wanted to try it at
Wethersfield. He went to Bacons scrap yard first thing to get some mounts
and bushes and when I arrived at his house he was already back in the
garage working on the car. Unfortunately one of the brackets that mounts the
bush to the GSI anti-roll bar was missing and it was impossible to modify the
standard one so I went off home to get some material and fashioned a homemade bracket. Next came an engine oil and filter change followed by some
deliberation on the rear suspension. David had purchased a pair of Bilstein
rear struts but unfortunately they needed some modification which would have
taken too long so in the end he went for the AVO’s on the rear that we had
last used at Woodbridge.
David had already borrowed Peter Horsburgh’s trailer (many thanks Peter)
and delivered it to mine on the Friday so just as it was getting dark we set off
for my house to load up. We coupled the Mondeo estate to the trailer and
loaded everything on. We had a total of 16 wheels and tyres including the 4
on the car as well as 2 jerry cans of fuel and the Gazebo. We then loaded up
the car, laying the 2/3 split seat flat and leaving Mathew the 1/3 to get into. We
loaded in the Generator, Compressor, Trolley jack, Spares box, extinguisher,
tools etc. and although I chose to purchase the Mondeo, after the demise of
the Volvo V70, because of its 2 ton towing capacity it certainly looked well
loaded with more to squash in the next morning.
David and Mathew arrived at my house at just after 5.00am so we loaded the
food and drink + race suits, helmets etc. and fortunately there was just
enough room for the three of us to squeeze in. We set off for Wethersfield.
Just to test the Mondeo suspension a bit more we went down the A10 then cut
through Queen Adelaide and Soham to the A11. We then turned off to
Haverhill and headed south the Wethersfield. When we arrived the small
service area was already filling up but we found a good spot and managed to
park the trailer on the grass behind us.
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We went through scrutineering OK and the noise level even seemed lower
than at Sculthorpe. We had fitted a brand new 2 box system for Sculthorpe to
replace the single box system as it was near the noise limit but according to
the noise test at Sculthorpe it hadn’t lowered the noise a lot. Maybe it
carboned up a bit during Sculthorpe?. We signed on and had a chat with
Frank Porter and Tony Miles who told us it was very greasy on the stage. On
the way back to the car we looked at some of the tyres that others were using.
We decided to use some brand new uniroyal rain expert road tyres on the
front and some soft compound grooved slicks on the rear. A few last minute
checks and adjustments and race suits and helmets on and off we went to the
arrival for TC1.
TC1 and TC2 were 11.95 miles long so basically 2 laps of the whole venue,
including bomb dump) with a split and merge in the middle. We were seeded
at car 32 with lots of larger cars behind us. We set off into the stage to realise
just how slippery it was. The main perimeter track was not to bad but all the
dispersals (spectacles) we grassy and muddy and the bomb dump was rough
and muddy in places. We came across many cars that had gone off in one
direction or another so proceeded to try to keep it on the track. On one
occasion a mk1 escort came flying past us, only to have a massive spin.
Fortunately David guessed which side to go and we missed it. David worked
very hard with lots of opposite lock being employed but we did get overtaken
by a BMW that started 30 seconds after us at car 33. Mathew, our Team
Manager, informed us that we were 4th in class at the end of stage 1 behind
Simon Mauger in his ex works Micra, another Micra run by Mauger motorsport
and a Rover 200 that we later found out was running on sportway endurance
tyres.
Stage 2 was a repeat of stage 1 and we
were pleased that we improved on our
stage 1 time by 52 seconds. We had
several moments and David criticised my
calling as I was watching what was
happening too much when we were sliding
so rather that 90 right it was calling “90
riiiiiiiggghhhhht 100 yards” as we were very
sideways through the proceeding 60 left.
Stage 3 and 4 were a complete reversal of the first 2 and again were nearly
12 miles long. We decided to stay on the same tyres as David seemed to be
controlling the car well but neither of us had ever “drifted” so much in a front
wheel drive car. We were getting steadily quicker in relation to other cars. On
stage 3 we caught a Mini that was in our class but split off to the finish before
we could overtake him but on stage 4 we caught him in the bomb dump and
he pulled over to let us through. I went and had a chat with him in the service
area to thank him for letting us through. Our stage 4 time was 15 seconds
quicker than stage 3 despite a minor excursion onto the grass on a very
muddy 90 left and a massive high speed spin when David lifted on a long
sweeping right into the split. David admitted afterwards that he thought that
we were going to take out all the cones at the split.
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We decided to change to intermediates on the front for the last 2 stages as
the road tyres had lost their edge. We had taken a lot of time out of the Rover
and had moved up to 3rd in class behind the 2 Micras.
The last 2 stages were slightly shorter but
for some reason a Peugeot 206 and a
Diahatsu Sirion tried to push in front of us at
the arrival control despite having numbers in
the 50’s. I kept waving my timecard at them
and David held his ground so we started
ahead of them. We caught the Mini again
just after the merge but fortunately he saw
us and let us though into a tight 90 right.
Mathew informed us that we were up to 2nd in class as one of the Micra’s had
dropped out and were 50 odd seconds ahead of the mini that was then up to
3rd in class.

We were extremely annoyed when the arrival control let the Peugeot 206 and
Diahatsu Sirion get in and start ahead of us. As you can imagine we were not
amused and the language we used is not fit to print. We caught them both in
the bomb dump on the first lap so had taken a full minute out of the 206 and
30 seconds out of the Sirion in about 3 competitive miles. David let them know
we were upset with lots of flashing lights and horn. The 206 pulled over to let
the Sirion through but pulled back out straight in front of us. How we did not “T
bone” it I don’t know but you can imagine our swearing and gesticulations
when they eventually let us through. David hunted down the Sirion and after
more light flashing and horn activation we got past through the very rough exit
from the bomb dump.
David had driven very well all day in very tricky conditions. We got back into
the service area and packed everything back into the Mondeo and drove
round to the control tent to look at the provisional results. We were pleased to
see that we had been classified 18th overall and 2nd in class but were
promoted to 1st in class as Simon Mauger had finished 2nd overall in the ex
works Nissan Micra. I am sure a lot of the other Competitors in their 4 wheel
drive Evo’s and Impreza’s as well as a lot of Escort’s etc. that has been well
beaten by a front wheel drive 1400 Nissan Micra. Well done Simon!
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The Event was won overall by Chris West and Keith Hounslow in a Peugeot
306 Maxi Kit car. Mark Jasper and Don Whyatt came 3rd overall in their
Escort. Considering the slippery conditions it was a big surprise to see that
the top three cars were all 2wd.

Paul Smalley
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Vernon’s Vehicle by Peter & Vernon
Vernon Clarke lives in Barnham Broom and like many privateers keeps his car in the drive outside the
house. Although not competing regularly the car is in ready to go condition, and his next outing will be
st
our stage event at Sculthorpe probably now at the new date of 1 November. Over to Vernon……

My car is a 1972 Mk1 Escort 1300 Auto Originally from the Bristol area where it was prepped as a rally
car. It also spent some of its life in the Poole are of Dorset and came into my possession via Jason
Lapley in 2010.
Built mainly for stage rallying but kept road legal for the enjoyment of driving and the occasional classic
car run. I’ve known my present Co-driver, Michelle Garrod for about 15 years. Michelle recently married
and I’m retired so expenses and other engagements have marred some of our weekends. We’ve
competed at Sculthorpe and Snetterton, it’s mostly local events.
I used to rally a Mexico in the halcyon days of rallying (70s). On night rallies you never saw Jo-public
after 11.30pm until 6.30am the next morning, or driving across Norfolk to cover 16 stages. Stan Carr
being my Co-driver in those days with many an eventful evening – we still converse occasionally.
Engine – 1600 Cross Flow, lightened conrods, lightened flywheel,
balanced crank assembly, gas flowed head, steel rocker gear, twin
Weber’s with K & N filters, twin throttle linkages, Lumenition ignition
& Rev limiter & coil, Lucas distributor type 45D, big wing sump, 4-21 exhaust manifold.
Transmission – 4 speed Quaife s/c gear box with quick shift, single piece propshaft, English
strengthened rear axle with anti tramp bars, 4.4 LSD.
Brakes – 4 pot Princess callipers with vented and grooved discs, rears are 9” drums, hydraulic
handbrake, Aeroquip hoses with all lines inside.
Suspension – Bilstein McPherson struts, double width anti-roll bar bushes, 22mm anti-roll bar, Bilstein
rears turreted with CD8 multi leaf springs, quick rack.
Wheels & Tyres – 6x13 Minilites with Falken 205/60 road tyres and 7x13 Allycat Rally Specials with
Yokohama A048-R for stages.
Shell – Stitch welded and gusseted, bubble arches, turreted, large
gearbox and diff tunnel, fibreglass boot and bonnet, fuel filler
aperture filled, Safety Devices roll cage with door bars, strut brace,
alloy sump guard, boot mounted battery, boot mounted Ralloy fuel
tank, oil cooler, electric fan and so I’ve been informed the radiator is
from a Carlton. Pair of Cobra Imola seats, 3” wide 6 point Luke
harnesses, plumbed extinguisher system plus handheld, detachable
lamp brackets with Cibie Oscas’, camera mount, Brantz trip meter,
Shakleton alloy footrest, Peltor intercom, laminated screen rest.

Peter & Vernon
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Down The Pub With Roger Doy ↑
Name

Roger Doy, 68 years old

Lives in

Southery with his Wife Hazel

What’s in his garage?
Peugeot 205 Rally Car and Peugeot 205 Road Car
(See Classifieds). Roger is restoring a Westfield Kit Car
(Big Mistake)!!
Roger is racing a Tarmac Stage Peugeot 205 GTI with
16V Citroen BX Engine.
Roger likes all kinds of motorsport, I.P.A, Rock ‘n Roll
and his wife and saving money! He dislikes
everything else.
He competed in Short Oval Circuit Hot Rods for 15
years in the 70s & 80s. His memorable moments
include two championship wins and having his
cherished Anglia rear wing poked up behind his
right ear when Tony Wales (See our Round the Bend
feature) claimed his throttle got stuck open on the
slow down lap after a particularly heated race!
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Reg No.
WST 720V
Torque
175 lb/ft
Owner
Martin Hodgson

Engine
2.0 XE
BHP
265
Driver
Martin Hodgson

Gearbox
Tractive
Weight
960kg
Navigator
Anthony Jones

Martin’s car started life as a true Escort RS2000 1979 vintage, the connection with originality
ends at the log book!
The car has had it’s whole floor removed and chassis rails
re-manufactured with a much thinner section. The car has
two exhaust tunnel sections running either side of the
fabricated gearbox tunnel which give the car additional
strength and would allow Martin to change the engine to a
differing one if required. The car has a carbon fibre boot and
bonnet and is tubbed for 15” wheels, heated screen for
winter and roof vents for summer have also been added.
Starting at the front the engine of choice is a Bob Jones all
steel Vauxhall XE 2.0 mega spec with cold air fed carbon air
box, Jenvey throttle bodies and top spec head and MBE
engine management system, the car is dry sumped and runs
a forward oil cooler, exhaust manifold and system is by Tony
Law, midriff is a brand new six speed Tractive gearbox which
is operated by a geartronics pneumatic paddle operated
system which allows full throttle clutch less upshifts and blips
the throttle on downshifts which are also clutch less!
Fostec built the Atlas based axle which has fully floating hubs and a 4.6 ratio limited slip
differential.
The car runs Metro 6R4 AP Disc brakes in 15” wheels with
adjustable brake bias on the dash which houses a stack
digital system in a really nice flocked housing, Martin has
moved all of his switchgear to the centre console between
the seats so that he and co driver have access.
He runs three way adjustable Proflex Suspension with 315
pound springs on the front and 260 on the rear upright
turreted shocks, the axle is located by six links and runs a
small rearward facing anti roll bar which is multi adjustable.
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The front suspension has a WRC type top mount which
allows him to run a longer tarmac damper working on it’s
correct mid section, this also helps when it comes to
cornering avoiding lifting the inside wheel in turns as the
shock has more “drop”. A quick rack is power steered and he
has fitted the unbreakable Camillus Bradley steering arms
with rod ends rather than track rod ends allowing him to hit
bales cones and kerbs without knocking the steering out of
alignment. It has tension strut type control arms and another
small multi adjustable anti roll bar.
Probably one of the quickest class three driver/car combinations out there, always wins class
and usually top five overall, Martin has also bagged a couple of Rally wins in the Blue Beast!
First Outing this year - Jack Neal Memorial Stages at Blyton February 21st, watch him fly!

STEVE
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Here is the first of Jacks (Tilburn) new monthly feature documenting
some of the observations and more interesting jobs he has tackled
recently in his role as technician at Hylton Gott Ltd

THE RELUCTANT POLO
Recently a friend rang me two days after his Polo refused to start one chilly morning. He was
in a muddle after several family members, most of his neighbours and a television repair man
had all “had a look” at the car but had been unable to diagnose or repair the fault and the car
was still inoperative.
Two days of “twiddling” by all and sundry was my first problem, and after questioning my mate
we gradually worked through all of the items that others had been tampered with (carb screws
screwed, spark plugs removed, coil and leads swapped, distributor cap/rotor arm changed etc
etc) to return the car to what was, before the breakdown, a perfectly running car.
If a car stops when it has been running perfectly well it will usually be the result of one failure
or change and my pal had changed nothing and had not recently filled with the wrong fuel as
is often the case.
So we were looking for one failure. The car had sparks, checked with a plug open in a lead,
the plugs were wet with fuel, and the automatic choke, was on when cold (it was the type that
comes off when either the electrically heated bi-metallic spring twangs it off or the water
temperature does so, or a combination of the two).
An attempt at starting saw the car start but only run at full or part throttle with loads of revs but
die at any attempt to idle, and my first clue came when the electronic/coolant choke failed to
start to open the choke flap even after a good few minutes of very fast running, eventually
flooding the cars engine. I checked the electrical feed to the choke bi-metallic strip and found
that it was missing with the ignition on, so that was the reason the choke was not coming off,
and then noticed that a wire looped out of the choke and onto a small solenoid that was
screwed into the base of the carburettor which was also missing an electrical feed, the
solenoid shuts off the fuel flow to the idle circuit in the carburettor when you turn the car off to
stop over run, and here was the answer to the running problem! I quickly linked a direct
supply to the solenoid, held the choke flap open and the car started and ran perfectly with a
very good idle, so the problem was the loss of electrical feed to the two components which
was traced to a simple fuse failure. Replacing the fuse rectified the feed to both components
but it blew again almost immediately as the choke element was reconnected, we stripped the
bi-metallic strip mechanism apart to find it had ruptured inside and the strip had “grounded”
against the carb body blowing the fuse and therefore stopping the feed to the solenoid as
well!
So we left the electrical element of choke disconnected and relied on the thermal bit to take
off the choke and the car has been great ever since!
If only he had called me before the “Twiddling” by others, a great deal of time could have
been saved!
DISC BRAKES AMAZING FACT
Did you know that the only thing that draws the disc pads and sliding callipers back from the
disc is the small piston seal between the calliper and piston which deforms or “rocks” under
hydraulic pressure outwards and drags the piston back by a few hundredths of a millimetre
when the hydraulic pressure is removed? That’s why keeping the pistons free from debris
and sliding callipers lubricated is so important!

Jack
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Scratch your head with Helen Haylock
The long awaited answers…
1

Dancing pit man

Morris Minor

2

Water crossing

Ford

3

Included in wind at sunset

Datsun

4

Command to Ronald

Citroen

5

Cowboy greeting

Audi

6

He originates from a high place

Hillman

7

Designed by Mary Quant?

Mini

8

Sorted red mail

Daimler

9

Proclaimed news in the 50s & 60s

Herald

10

Exploding star

Nova

11

I’m aware too

Uno

12

Member of Legislative Council

Senator

13

Precious & blue

Sapphire

14

Mother’s mother was Adelaide

Grenada

15

Can drink and drive in this

Saloon

16

Under ground in Paris

Metro

17

Brings female sailor to a stop

Renault

18

Liked by many

Popular

19

Fields’ Island

Capri

20

Old mother in drag

Riley

21

Roundhead opposition

Cavalier

22

Electric light

Mazda

23

Makes the mouth water

Opal

24

Only fools & horses depend on this

Reliant Robin

25

Oriental blossom

Lotus

26

Degree for Samuel

Samba

27

That’s me Mrs Peel

Avenger

28

Nomadic traveller’s dog

Rover

29

Heads continental police

Prefect

30

Exhaust sounds throaty

Huskey

31

Our region

Anglia

32

Iberian Carnival

Fiesta

33

Place to tie your transport up

Marina

34

Get the point when fencing

Rapier

35

Small barrel maker

Mini Cooper

36

Goblin (Goblins for a bonus)

Imp

37

Mischievous young girl

Minx

38

Minty hoop

Polo

39

She had a pea under her bed

Princess

40

Creepy crawley

Beetle
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Round The Bend With Tony Wales ↑
Name

Tony Wales, 70 years old

Lives in

Downham Market with his Wife, Sandra

In his garage is…
A Honda CRV and a rolled Chevette HSR. A BMW 3.0
Compact Stage Rally Car and a Lotus Elan Sprint.
Having rolled his Chevette in 2014, Tony is ready to
campaign the BMW 3.0 Compact this year in Tarmac stage
rallies navigated by his daughter Julie. Tony competed
against Roger Doy (see Down The Pub) in Short Oval Hot
Rods for 15 years in the 70s & 80s. His memorable
moments include smashing into Roger’s cherished Anglia on
the slow down lap after a particularly heated race poking his
back wing up to his right ear and blaming a stuck throttle!
Tony’s future aims include…
Finally finishing a rally in his own car without a breakdown or
an accident.
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KINGS LYNN & DISTRICT MOTOR CLUB LIMITED
Notice is given that the Annual General Meeting of Kings Lynn & District Motor Club Limited
will be held at The Victory Inn, 243 Main Road, Clenchwarton, King’s Lynn PE34 4AQ on
Monday 16th March 2015 at 8.00pm.
AGENDA
1.

Apologies for absence

2.

Minutes of 2014 Annual General Meeting

3.

Matters arising from the minutes

4.

Chairman’s report

5.

Votes of thanks

6.

Treasurer’s report

7.

Appointment of auditors

8.

Election of Company Officials:
Directors, including Chairman & Vice-Chairman
Company Secretary

9.

Election of Club Officials:
Honorary President
Treasurer

10.

Election of Committee:
Membership Secretary
Competition Secretary
Championship Secretary
Chief Marshal
Magazine Editor
Media/PR Co-ordinator
Webmaster
Child Protection Officer
Members without portfolio

11.

Honorary Vice-Presidents
Current HVPs
Election of new HVPs

12.

Subscriptions

13.

Any other business

P Davison
Company Secretary
01 February 2015

A ‘Nominations for Elections to Committee’ form is attached to this email.
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Classifieds
Edwards Motorsport - Escort MK2
DDL498V
Contact – 01366 383352 Steve Tilburn
stephen.tilburn@hyltongott.co.uk
Ultimate specification John Read Engines
XE 2.0 270bhp 180nm @ 3500-9000rpm
Edwards Motorsport stainless 2.5” twin box
exhaust
Sadev six speed sequential with flatshift
through ECU
Gartrac Axle fully floating six link with correct
AP small calipers and handbrake
Gartrac front struts with group 4 hubs and AP Monte Calipers
Bilstien dampers front and rear, with leaf and coilover rear springing
Small front anti roll bar with compression strut on fully in situ adjustable front track control
arms
Power steering
Full weld in cage through to suspension
New seats and belts
18 x 13” revolution wheels and tyres four new Hankook for dry and four good cut wets
New paint by Hylton Gott Ltd for January completion
A properly and professionally built car that will win class in anyone’s hands and win overall if
you have half an idea of what to do with it!
On the button and ready to go with small spares package, event support and preparation if
required.
£35000 Complete January end with your choice of graphics if required.
__________________________________________________________________________
Duncan Buck - R888 Tyres
Contact – 07711 008 404
duncan@islandfs.com
16” Toyo R888 tyres for sale. 225 x 16 + 265 x 16
__________________________________________________________________________
Jack Tilburn - Four 8 x 13 Minilight type wheels
Contact - 07879 884259
jtilburn95@googlemail.com
100 x 4 pcd to fit Renault/Peugeot/Volvo/VW
refurbished and in good condition, not mint but very
good, with four very good 155/55 x 13 tyres to
stretch on if you dare!
£350ono

______________________________________________________________
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Roger Doy - Peugeot for sale
Contact 07960 647936 / 01366 377535
Peugeot 205 GTI 1.9
H136AAU registered 30/05/1991
94000 mls
Power steering and electric windows
Factory sunroof
Dry stored for many years
Newly rebuilt engine and belts, battery etc
New tyres
Stainless exhaust
Gutmann wheels
Really tidy inside and out
Investment @ £3000
_________________________________________

Roger Doy - Magazines for sale
Contact 07960 647936 / 01366 377535
1970s and 1980s
Car and Car Conversion Magazines 12 complete
sets
Cheap reading @ £25

__________________________________________________________________________
Scott Ayres – BMW 319 SE for sale
Contact – 07771 313369
scott.ayres@hyltongott.co.uk
BMW 318 SE, Excellent condition. 58,000 miles,
MOT’ed until October 2015 and Service History.
Leather interior, £3,800

___________________________________________________________________________________

Derek Webb – Moulded Slicks for sale
Contact – 01953 488696 / 07818 206265
rye.racingderek@aol.co.uk
Selection of used tyres 17” 190 x 625 from £25 each. Call for details.
__________________________________________________________________________
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Derek Stocks – Driving Lamps & Covers for sale
Contact – 01485 600680
lynndell@sky.com
2 Cibie Plus driving lamps & covers. VGC. Buyer collects. £120ONO.
_____________________________________________________________________________________________
Alan Shrimpton – Honda Civic Type R for sale
Contact – 07510 214300
alanshrimpton@btinternet.com
Honda Civic Type R EP3 – 2002 – Silver – Ebach springs – Aftermarket Alloys. Purchased as an
unfinished project but have decided to re-sell. £1,100.
___________________________________________________________________________________

Vernon Clarke – Fuel Tank for sale
Contact – 01603 759349
vernclarke55@gmail.com
Mk1 Capri fuel tank that might suit escort. Complete with sender but needs new gasket. Ring
for details.
__________________________________________________________________________
Derek Webb – Fiesta IB5 ST for sale
Contact – 01953 488696 / 07818 206265
Fiesta IB5 ST Competiton Gearbox complete with Straight Cut Close Ratio Syncro Gear Kit ,
fitted with Quaife LSD and AP Paddle clutch & Cover, all in very good condition
Only reason for sale upgraded to Sadev Dog Box.
(New prices Rally Design , LSD £585 plus crown wheel & pinion £575, Gearkit £2995 Total
£4155)
A Bargain at £1500 ovno
_________________________________________________________________________
As well as the above items in our Classifieds section we also have Derek offering
himself!
Currently available to assist rally teams…
1. General assistance with event preparation
2. Rally Reconnaissance / pacenotes
3. Rally service
4. Chase car
5. Good knowledge of England, Ireland and Belgium
6. Also available BMW 530d Touring with Brian James Tilt-bed Trailer
7. Available to co-drive if required
If you’re interested please contact Derek Webb for his Motorsport CV
on 01953 488696 / 07818 206265 or email rye.racingderek@aol.co.uk.
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Two wheel drive rolling road – Tuning – Race – Rally – Classic Car set up
52 Rothersthorpe Crescent, Northampton, NN4 8JD
01604 766624
www.northamptonmotorsport.com

Race Engine Specialists
Knuston Hill Farm, Station Road,
Irchester, NN29 7EP
Peter Jones – 01933 411993

HYLTON GOTT LTD
ISUZU D-MAX EIGER
FROM
£23,043OTR

VOLVO V40 D2
FROM
£20,795 OTR
mail@hyltongott.co.uk - 01366 383352 – www.hyltongott.co.uk
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Race engine specialists
BDG & XE Experts
Unit 5 Faraday Business Park
Faraday Road
Littleport
Ely
CB6 1PE
01353 864888
sales@sherwoodengines.co.uk
www.sherwoodengines.co.uk

Group 4 Escort specialists &
Rally Spares
11 Llandysul Enterprise Park,
Llandysul, Ceredigion, SA44 4JL
Tel - 01559 363731
gareth@westwalesrallyspares.co.uk
www.westwalesrallyspares.co.uk
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King’s Lynn & District
Motor Club

Annual Awards
Dinner
At
King’s Lynn Masonic Centre

New Date for 2015 - Saturday 28th
February
Menu
Mains
Roast Beef
Roast Chicken
Steak & Ale Pie
Vegetable Lasagne

Desserts
Apple Pie
Profiteroles
Strawberry Gateaux
******

Cheese & Biscuits
******

Coffee & Tea
Tickets £25 - Music By Les & Sue - 7 for 7.30pm

Put It In Your Diary
Ticket Order Form Attached
Organisers
MARK BANHAM 0788 4435537, PAUL DAVISON 0794 6462403
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